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The main advantage of Access
Control System:

What is Access Control System (ACS) ?

Access is provided in three phases to ensure that this
user has access to the requested resources.
Typically, these stages are:

How does the Access Control (ACS) 
 system work?

Identification

Authentication

Authorization

Our Access Control allows you to control who has
access and how events are monitored, improving the
efficiency of your security operation, Also it can be
housed on a cloud server or a local serve

Access Control Module 
“Make your organization safer and more efficient

by minimizing your risk and increasing your
profits with our access control system"

 

Access Control System (ACS) is a system that
identifies a person and determines their security
access level to physical facilities based on the
organization's rules and procedures. Modern
access control systems recognize a person, verify
them by examining their identity, and then the
person with the authorized key will be granted
access to the door that they require.

Using the Access Control System, will
free you from the mechanical key loss
and duplication whereby the
cancellation of a user can be done
with a click of button, and the key
copying is very difficult. 

Reporting 

No Duplication Keys 

you can save money and efforts on
mechanical locks & security personnel. The
Access Control System can verify a person’s
identity and unlock the electronic lock
without the need for security guards.

No Need for Security Guards01
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The Access Control gives you a wealth of
information about the access activities in
your facilities whereby you can use such
reports to inforce user’s accountabilities
and help in incidences investigations. 
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  Standard Edition

Administrators available yes

Event tracking yes

Device status yes

Facility lockdown yes

Role-based admin permissions yes

Remote & mobile management yes 

Multi-factor authentication yes

Custom event classification yes

Identity Connector yes

API integrations yes

Occupancy Tracking yes

Global View yes

Data Explorer yes

Reader subscriptions 10

PL Visitor Pass 500

Data reporting retention 1 YEAR

LOWER COST
It Because no server is required
on site but all data are saved on
remote servers.

KEEPING TRACK OF
DIFFERENT WORKPLACES
Engineers monitor system uptime around
the clock, and few small organizations can
provide onsite help 24/7 hours a day, a week
with traditional access control.

 

MANAGING ACCESS CONTROL
You can manage access control from
anywhere in the globe as long as you have
an Internet connection.

SECURITY
When you deploy cloud-based security as
a service, you get a scalable and
adaptable solution so you can add more
doors and give different levels of access
to cards without changing hardware or
purchasing extra software.

Our System as a Service offers the
following features:

POWERLOOK Standard Edition
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